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PAPER
Leveraging Unannotated Texts for Scientific Relation Extraction
Qin DAI†a), Naoya INOUE†,††b), Paul REISERT††c), Nonmembers, and Kentaro INUI†,††d), Member
SUMMARY A tremendous amount of knowledge is present in the ever-
growing scientific literature. In order to eﬃciently grasp such knowledge,
various computational tasks are proposed that train machines to read and
analyze scientific documents. One of these tasks, Scientific Relation Ex-
traction, aims at automatically capturing scientific semantic relationships
among entities in scientific documents. Conventionally, only a limited
number of commonly used knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia, are used
as a source of background knowledge for relation extraction. In this work,
we hypothesize that unannotated scientific papers could also be utilized as
a source of external background information for relation extraction. Based
on our hypothesis, we propose a model that is capable of extracting back-
ground information from unannotated scientific papers. Our experiments
on the RANIS corpus [1] prove the eﬀectiveness of the proposed model on
relation extraction from scientific articles.
key words: relation extraction, scientific document, word embedding, se-
mantically related word
1. Introduction
In recent years, with an increase in the number of scientific
papers, it is prohibitively time-consuming for researchers to
review and fully-comprehend all papers. To eﬀectively and
quickly access a large amount of scientific papers and ac-
quire useful knowledge, a wide variety of computational
studies for structuralizing scientific papers has been con-
ducted, such as Argumentative Zoning [2], BioNLP Shared
Task [3], and ScienceIE Shared Task [4]. One fundamental
study is Relation Extraction (RE). In this paper, we explore
the task of RE as an approach for eﬀectively and quickly
accessing a large amount of scientific papers and acquiring
relevant knowledge.
RE is the task of capturing predefined semantic rela-
tions between entities from text. Thus, our task consists
of the following: given a sentence that has been annotated
with entity∗ mentions, we aim towards extracting relations
among entities. Suppose the following sentence∗∗:
(1)
entity
RTMs
entity
achieve
entity
top
entity
performance in
entity
automatic,
entity
accurate, and
entity
language independent
entity
prediction of
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entity
sentence-level and
entity
word-level
entity
statistical machine translation
entity
(SMT)
entity
quality.
In Example 1, one of the scientific relations we aim to ex-
tract is the relation APPLY TO(RTMs, prediction), which
means that RTMs is the method that is used for the action
of prediction. For notational convenience, we refer to a sen-
tence where a relation is extracted from as a target sentence,
and we refer to the related entity pair as a target entity pair.
The task of RE for entity pairs can be seen as a classifi-
cation task. Specifically, given all possible entity pair com-
binations from a target sentence, the task is to categorize
each pair into relation types including predefined relations
and non-relation. For example, in Example 1, given the pair
(RTMs, prediction), the output would be APPLY TO(RTMs,
prediction), and given the entity pair (RTMs, top), it would
be non-relation(RTMs, top), which means that they do not
belong to a predefined relation. With this level of fine-
grained analysis, many applications, such as scientific ques-
tion answering (QA) and scientific paper summarization,
can benefit.
Many previous works on RE exist in the general do-
main [5], [6]. The earlier approaches depend on com-
plex feature engineering such as manually prepared lexical-
syntactic patterns [7]–[9], [etc.]. Recently, Neural Network
(NN)-based approaches achieve close or even better perfor-
mance to earlier approaches without complicated manually
prepared features [10]–[12]. In the context of scientific RE,
Ammar et al. [13] enhanced Miwa and Bansal [14]’s end-
to-end general relation extraction model by incorporating
external knowledge such as gazetteer-like information ex-
tracted from Wikipedia. However, no previous work lever-
ages raw scientific documents as a source of background
knowledge for RE.
In this work, we hypothesize that unannotated scientific
papers can be utilized as a source of background knowledge
for scientific RE. We attribute this to the fact that firstly
the annotation scheme of scientific relations is based on
scientific concepts such as Computer Science (CS) related
concepts [1] like “Input” and “Computational model”, and
biochemistry related concepts [15] like “Phosphorylate” and
∗In this work, entity refers not merely to concepts denoted by
noun or noun phrase, it could be actions denoted by verb or verb
phrase, and evaluation denoted by adjective or adverb etc.
∗∗This example is taken from W13-2242, ACL anthology
(http://aclanthology.info).
Copyright c© 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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“Myristoylated by”. This implies that the corpus annotator
is required to have external background knowledge about
these scientific concepts such as “which entity is a compu-
tational model/corpus/featrue”. Secondly, the background
information about these concepts are detailed in scientific
paper. For instance, CS papers describe the background
knowledge [1], which is like “. . . proposed Database Se-
mantics as a computational model for natural language se-
mantics . . . ”. Therefore, we hypothesize that if a RE system
performs similar to the human annotator, the RE system will
need to share with the human annotator similar background
information about these scientific concepts, which could be
extracted from scientific papers. In other words, we hy-
pothesize that the background information about these CS
related concepts can be automatically extracted from unan-
notated CS papers, and the extracted background informa-
tion can facilitate RE in CS related dataset such as Tateishi
et al. [1]’s RANIS corpus, which will be detailed in Sect. 3.
Suppose the following sentence taken from the RANIS cor-
pus:
(2) RTMsA achieve top performance in automatic, ac-
curate, and language independent predictionB of
sentence-level and word-level statistical machine
translation (SMT) quality.
In Example 2, without any support of background informa-
tion regarding the concept RTMs, such as “what is a RTM”
(e.g., “computational model”, “research team members”, or
“dataset”), its relation to the entity prediction can seem am-
biguous. Specifically, if RTMs refers to a “computational
model”, a RE system might extract APPLY TO(RTMs, pre-
diction) relation, because the target sentence in Example 2
means that RTMs is the method or computational model that
is applied to the action prediction. However, if RTMs refers
to “research team members”, the relation would be extracted
as PERFORM(RTMs, prediction). Finally, if RTMs refers
to a “corpus”, the relation tends to be INPUT(RTMs, predic-
tion).
Although the target sentence in Example 2 lacks
enough background information about the target entity for
disambiguating relation extraction, we could find the fol-
lowing sentences about the target entity RTMs from other
sections of the same paper (Examples 3 and 4):
(3) Referential translation machines (RTMs) provide a
computational model for quality and semantic similar-
ity judgments using retrieval of relevant training data
. . .
(4) . . . we use RTMs to automatically assess the correct-
ness of student answers to obtain better result than the
sate-of-the-art.
Example 3 describes that the concept RTMs refers to a ma-
chine that could act as a computational model, and Exam-
ple 4 mentions that RTMs could be used for some pro-
cess. As discussed before, this information could be lever-
aged as background knowledge for disambiguating the re-
lation as APPLY TO(RTMs, prediction) rather than PER-
FORM(RTMs, prediction) or INPUT(RTMs, prediction), be-
cause RTMs is semantically closer to computational model
rather than research team members or corpus in Examples 3
and 4.
For utilizing background knowledge, one possibility is
to manually annotate useful background information about
CS related concepts, such as “RTMs are a Computational
Model” and “Using WordNet as a knowledge base”, in scien-
tific papers and apply the annotated scientific papers to RE.
However, manual annotation is time consuming [16] and ex-
pensive [17].
To address this issue, in this work, we investigate the
eﬀectiveness of leveraging unannotated text for RE. Specif-
ically, we propose two methods, term sentence (TS) and se-
mantically related word (SRW), for automatically extracting
background knowledge from unannotated scientific papers
and utilizing the extracted background information for ex-
tending a state-of-the-art neural RE model. Our evaluation
empirically demonstrates that incorporating the extracted
TS and SRW from unannotated scientific papers improves
the performance of RE.
2. Related Work
Conventional approaches for RE rely on human-designed,
complex lexical-syntactic patterns [7], statistical co-occur-
rences [8] and structuralized knowledge bases such as Word-
Net [9], [18]. In recent years, exploring Neural Network
(NN)-based models has been the dominant approach in
the field. Zeng et al. [10] proposed a deep Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN)-based framework, which depends
on sentence-level features collected from an entire target
sentence and lexical-level features from lexical resources
such as WordNet [19]. Santos et al. [12] proposed a rank-
ing CNN model, which is trained by a pairwise ranking
loss function. To improve the ability of sequential model-
ing, Zhang et al. [11] proposed a recurrent neural network
(RNN)-based model for RE. Other variants of RNN-based
models have been proposed, such as Miwa et al. [14], who
proposed a bidirectional tree-structured LSTM model. Ad-
ditionally, similar NN-based approaches are used in scien-
tific relation extraction. For instance, Gu et al. [20] utilized
a CNN-based model for identifying chemical-disease rela-
tions from the abstracts of MEDLINE papers. Hahn-Powell
et al. [21] proposed an LSTM-based RNN model for iden-
tifying causal precedence relationship between two event
mentions in biomedical papers. Ammar et al. [13] enhanced
Miwa and Bansal [14]’s relation extraction model via ex-
tensions such as gazetteer-like information extracted from
Wikipedia. However, none of these approaches leverage
unannotated scientific papers for RE.
3. Data
We evaluate the performance of RE using the RANIS cor-
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Table 1 Frequently appeared relation tags
Type Definition Example
ATTRIBUTE(A, B) B is an attribute or a characteristic of A accuracyA of the taggerB
OUTPUT(A, B) B is the output of a system or a process A; B is generated by
A
an imageB displayedA on a palm
APPLY TO(A, B) a method A is applied to achieve the purpose B CRFA-based taggerB
INPUT(A, B) B is the input of a system or a process A; B is consumed by A corpusA for trainingB
EVALUATE(A, B) A is evaluated as B experiment shows an increaseB in F-scoreA compared to the
baseline
SUBCONCETP(A, B) A is-a, or is a part-of B a corpusB such as PTBA
CONDITION(A, B) The condition A holds in situation B, e.g, time, location, ex-
perimental condition
a surveyB conducted in IndiaA
EQUIVALENCE(A, B) terms A and B refer to the same entity: definition, abbrevia-
tion, or coreference
DoSB (denial-of-serviceA) attack
PERFORM(A, B) A is the agent of an intentional action B a frustrated playerA of a gameB
IN OUT(A, B) B is simultaneously INPUT and OUTPUT and is changed by
a system or a process A
a modifiedA annotation schemaB
Fig. 1 Annotation example shown in brat rapid annotation tool. To
more clearly illustrate the direction of relation, we add directional tag “L-”
(means left hand side is the argument B) and “R-” (means right hand side
is the argument B) before each relation tag.
Fig. 2 Distribution of relation types.
pus [1], a collection of computer science paper abstracts.
The type of entity (referred to as Entity Type (ET) hereafter)
and domain specific relation in the RANIS corpus has al-
ready been annotated with the annotation scheme proposed
by [1], as shown Fig. 1. The corpus consists of ETs such
as QUALITY, PROCESS and DATA-ITEM and domain spe-
cific scientific relations, such as INPUT, OUTPUT and AP-
PLY TO. Table 1 summarizes frequently appearing domain
specific relations and provides both definitions and exam-
ples.
In total, the RANIS corpus contains 250 abstracts col-
lected from ACL Anthology (230 abstracts in the develop-
ment set and 20 abstracts in the test set) and 150 abstracts
collected from ACM Digital Library. For training and test-
ing our proposed model, we only use the 250 abstracts from
ACL Anthology. From the ACL Anthology abstracts, we
extract 11,520 relations from the development set of ACL
Anthology and 1,142 relations from the test set of ACL An-
thology. The distribution of relation types for both sets is
shown in Fig. 2. For each ACL anthology abstract in the
RANIS corpus, we collect its corresponding unannotated
paper body from ACL Anthology Reference Corpus [22] as
the source of background information for RE.
Fig. 3 Baseline model architecture
4. Baseline Models
The baseline model is proposed by Santos et al. [12]. As
shown in Fig. 3, it is composed of three layers. The first
layer is an embedding layer, which maps each word of the
target sentence into a low-dimensional word vector repre-
sentation. The embedding layer is calculated via Eqs. (1)–
(4), where Ww
emb is a word embedding projection matrix,
Wet
emb is an entity type (ET) projection matrix, xwt is a one-hot
word representation, and xett is a one-hot entity type repre-
sentation. The position vector ewpt encodes the relative dis-
tance between the current word and the head of target entity
pair. For instance, in Example 5, the relative distance of the
word “for” is [−1, 2].
(5)
entity
We
entity
introduce
entity
referential translation machines
entity
(RTMA) for
entity
quality estimation
B
. . .
This relative distance will be encoded into position vectors
e
wp1
t and e
wp2
t , respectively, via Eq. (3), where Wwpemb is a word
position embedding projection matrix and xwpt is a one-hot
representation of the relative distance. Word embedding ewt ,
entity type embedding eett and word position embedding e
wp1
t
and ewp1t are concatenated to create the final word represen-
tation et.
ewt = Wwembx
w
t (1)
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eett = Wetembx
et
t (2)
e
wp
t = W
wp
embx
wp
t (3)
et = concat(ewt , eett , ewp1t , ewp2t ) (4)
zt = concat(et−(k−1)/2, . . . , et+(k−1)/2) (5)
ht = tanh(Wzt + b) (6)
The next layer is a convolutional layer, which generates a
distributed convolutional window level vector ht. ht is cal-
culated by Eqs. (5) and (6), where zt is the concatenated em-
bedding of k words in the convolutional window, k is con-
volutional window size, and W is the weight matrix of the
convolutional layer. In order to address the issue of refer-
encing words with indices outside the sentence boundaries,
the target sentence is padded with a special PADDING to-
ken (k − 1)/2 times at the beginning and the end.
The third layer is a max pooling layer, which chooses
the maximum value from each dimension of the convolu-
tional window level feature and merges them as the sentence
level feature r via Eq. (7), where i indexes feature dimen-
sions, M is the number of feature dimensions.
ri = max
t
{(ht)i}, ∀i = 1, . . . ,M (7)
Finally, the model predicts the semantic relationship
between a target entity pair in a target sentence x, by com-
puting the score for a class label c ∈ C via dot product:
S θ(x)c = rT [Wclass]c, (8)
where C is a set of predefined semantic relationships, r is the
sentence level feature vector, and Wclass is the class embed-
ding matrix. The column of Wclass represents the distributed
vector representation of diﬀerent class labels. It is worth
mentioning that the model uses a logistic loss function, as
shown in Eq. (9):
L = log(1 + exp(γ(m+ − sθ(x)y+ ))
+log(1 + exp(γ(m− + sθ(x)c− ))
(9)
where sθ(x)y+ is the score of correct class label, sθ(x)c− is the
score of the most competitive incorrect class label, m+ and
m− are margins, and γ is a scaling factor. In our experiment,
we use m+ = 2.5, m− = 0.5 and γ = 2.
5. Proposed Model
In this paper, we hypothesize that unannotated scientific pa-
pers can be utilized as a source of background information
for RE. Therefore, we create a problem setting where we
consider an annotated sentence in a paper abstract as a target
sentence, and the corresponding unannotated paper body of
the abstract (henceforth, paper body) as the source of back-
ground information. We hypothesize that the background
information extracted from the paper body could facilitate
relation extraction in paper abstracts. We believe that this
setting can be easily adapted to a more general task setting,
e.g. analyzing semantic relation in a whole document (not
just in an abstract) via considering a collection of unanno-
tated scientific papers as a source of background informa-
tion.
Based on this hypothesis, we propose a new relation
classification model that categorizes relations not only based
on the target sentence, but also on the background informa-
tion acquired from unannotated scientific papers, as illus-
trated in Sect. 1. To create such a model, we need to address
the following questions:
1. From the perspective of knowledge acquisition, how
do we extract the background information from unan-
notated scientific papers?
2. From the perspective of NN, how do we encode the
extracted information into a vector representation for
relation classification?
5.1 Retrieving Background Information from Unanno-
tated Scientific Papers
For acquiring background knowledge from unannotated sci-
entific papers, we propose two methods.
Method 1: extract all of the sentences containing
the target entity of interest in the unannotated pa-
per body as a representation of background informa-
tion (henceforth, referred to as Term Sentence(TS))†. For-
mally, TS A = wA1, . . . entA, . . . , wAi, . . . wAn and TS B =
wB1, . . . entB, . . . , wBi, . . . wBn, where entA and entB are target
entities, wAi (wBi) is the word of the sentence in which the
target entity entA (entB) exists. For example, given a target
entity RTM, we could find the following TSs in its corre-
sponding paper body:
(6) RTM is a computational model for identifying the acts
of translation for translating between any given two
data sets with respect to a reference corpus selected
in the same domain.
(7) RTM can be used for predicting the quality of transla-
tion outputs.
Given multiple TSs for a target entity, this method sim-
ply concatenates all of the individual TSs (e.g., Examples 6
and 7) into an overall representation of TS and feeds it to the
proposed model.
The intuition behind the method is that a TS could
contain domain-specific background information about tar-
get entity for relationship analysis. For instance, Exam-
ple 7 clearly mentions that “RTM can be used for predict-
ing the quality . . .” and this is eﬀective evidence for the
existence of the scientific relationship APPLY TO(RTMA,
quality estimationB) relationship in the target sentence (Ex-
ample 8).
(8) We introduce referential translation machines (RTMA)
for quality estimationB of translation outputs of
†In this work, we only choose the noun phrase target entity to
extract TS.
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sentence-level and word-level statistical machine
translation (SMT) quality.
Method 2: extract Semantically Related Word as a repre-
sentation of background information for RE. In this work,
we define SRW as the set of content words (e.g., nouns,
verbs and adjectives) from a paper body that are semanti-
cally close to a given target entity.
The process of extracting SRW in this work is simi-
lar to the approach proposed by [23]. Specifically, based
on word embeddings, we calculate cosine similarity be-
tween a given target entity (from a paper abstract) and
each content word from its corresponding paper body,
and then use a predefined criteria to select the member
for its SRW. We manually set the SRW criteria (SRW c)
as 0.35, and only collect the word whose cosine sim-
ilarity with the target entity is larger than the SRW c
as the member of SRW. The eﬀect of SRW c on RE
performance will be discussed in Sect. 6.2. Formally,
S RWA = {wA1, . . . , wAi, . . . wAn|cos(eentA , ewAi ) > SRW c}
and S RWB = {wB1, . . . , wBi, . . . wBn|cos(eentB , ewBi ) >
SRW c}, where S RWA (S RWB) is the SRW for entity A (B),
wAi (wBi) is the content words from the paper body, ewAi (ewBi )
is its word embedding and eentA (eentB ) is the word embed-
ding of the target entity A (B).
The following example is a practical case of SRW ex-
traction applied in this work. Given a target sentence (e.g.
Example 9) with a marked target entity pair†, the method au-
tomatically extracts SRWA and SRWB, from its correspond-
ing paper body for target entity pair, “extraction” and “col-
lections”††, respectively.
(9) We are interested in the problem of word extractionA
from Chinese text collectionsB.
SRWA: extraction, extracting, identification, retrieval, fil-
tering
SRWB: collections, corpora, sets, texts, corpus, data
The intuition behind applying SRW for RE is inspired
by its usage in word sense disambiguation [24]. Specifi-
cally, given an entity, its entity type might diﬀer in dis-
tinct texts. For instance, the specific entity type for “col-
lections” in Text1††† is diﬀerent with the one in Text2††††.
In Text1, “collections” belongs to the type of corpus, but in
Text2, it refers to parameters. This diﬀerence could be illus-
trated by extracting SRW of “collections” from each Text,
which is denoted in parenthesis. Since entity type informa-
tion closely interacts with relation classification [14], [25],
we hypothesize that SRW could illustrate the entity type in-
formation about target entity, thereby facilitating RE.
†This example is taken from J04-1004, ACL anthology
(http://aclanthology.info).
††In this work, we only select the noun (phrase), verb (phrase)
and adjective target entity and simply use its head word to extract
SRW.
†††This example is taken from D09-1074, ACL anthology
(http://aclanthology.info).
††††This example is taken from A94-1009, ACL anthology
(http://aclanthology.info).
Text1: Typically, a parallel training corpus is comprised
of collectionsA of varying quality and relevance to the
translation problem of interest.
(SRWA: collections, corpus)
Text2: The model is defined by two collectionsA of param-
eters: the transition probabilities, which express the
probability that a tag follows the preceding one (or two
for a second order model); and the lexical probabili-
ties,
(SRWA: collections, parameters)
For instance, suppose we intend to classify the relation be-
tween “collectionsA” and “modelB” in the target sentence,
“We apply these collectionsA to train the modelB”. In the
context of Text1, the relation would be INPUT, because the
SRW in Text1 indicates that “collections” is semantically
similar to the entity corpus, and corpus is usually used as the
input data for training a NLP model. In contrast, in the con-
text of Text2, they have a low tendency to hold INPUT rela-
tion, when in fact, have high tendency to hold ATTRIBUTE
relation, because in Text2, “collections” belongs to the type
of parameters, and parameters is not the input data, but the
attribute of the “model”. Similarly in Example 9, SRWB
contains “corpus”, therefore the target entity, “collections”,
has high tendency to participate in INPUT relation, which is
the gold standard relation in RANIS corpus [1].
5.2 Architecture
The proposed NN model, in general, contains two main
parts: Baseline model and Background Information Encod-
ing model (BIE model, for short) as shown in Fig. 4. The
former converts the target sentence into a vector representa-
tion, and the latter is responsible for converting the acquired
TS pair and SRW pair into a vector representation.
The Baseline model is the CNN-based baseline model
that has been described in Sect. 4. The BIE model, as shown
in Fig. 4, is used for encoding SRW (or TS) of entity A
and SRW (or TS) of entity B, thus having a parallel struc-
ture. The parallel CNN-model for each SRW (or TS) has
independent convolutional weight matrix W1 and W2 but
shares word embedding projection matrix Ww
emb. As shown
in Fig. 4, BIE model consists of 3 layers: the first layer is
the word embedding layer that maps each word from SRW
or from TS into word vector via Eq. (10), where XwAt (XwBt )
is the one-hot of the word from S RWA (S RWB) or from TS A
(TS B). The second layer is the convolutional layer, which
generate the convolutional filter level vector zAt and zBt via
Eqs. (11)–(13), where k is the convolutional window size.
The third layer is max pooling layer, which chooses a max-
imum value from each SRW (or TS) via Eq. (14), where i
indexes feature dimensions, m is the number of feature di-
mensions. The final output of BIE model is calculated via
Eq. (15).
e
wA(orB)
t = Wwembx
wA(orB)
t (10)
zA(orB)t = concat(ewA(orB)t−(k−1)/2, . . . , e
wA(orB)
t+(k−1)/2) (11)
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Fig. 4 The architecture of the proposed model enhanced by LC (or TS) encoding.
Table 2 Distribution of RELATED entity pairs.
Data type Percentage (RELATED/all)
training data 17.0% (10,391/61,137)
validation data 16.6% (1,129/6,792)
testing data 17.1% (1,142/6,674)
hAt = tanh(W1zAt + b1) (12)
hBt = tanh(W2zBt + b2) (13)
r
A(orB)
i = maxt
{(hA(orB)t )i}, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m (14)
rAB = concat(rA, rB) (15)
Finally, the final vector representation of a SRW pair (or TS
pair), rAB, and the final output vector of the Baseline model,
r, are concatenated and fed to a semantic relation classifier.
We use the back-propagation algorithm for training the
model and choose the logistic loss function in Eq. (9) as the
objective function.
6. Experiments
6.1 Setup
From the RANIS corpus, we extract 67,929 possible intra-
sentence entity pairs from the ACL development set and
6,674 intra-sentence entity pairs from the ACL testing set.
From the development set, we randomly select 90% of sam-
ples as training data and the rest as validation data for tun-
ing hyper parameters such as the number of hidden layer
dimensions, the number of epochs, learning rate, etc. In Ta-
ble 2, we show the distribution of the RELATED entity pairs,
which means that the entity pair belongs to a predefined rela-
tion such as INPUT. In Table 3, we show the selected hyper
parameter values.
Previous works have shown that pre-trained word em-
beddings can improve training for relation extraction mod-
els [10]–[12]. Therefore, in this work, we trained scien-
tific paper specific word embeddings on the ACL Anthol-
ogy Reference Corpus [22] (in total: about 3 million sen-
tences) by the skip-gram NN architecture made available by
the Gensim word2vec tool†. We initialized the word embed-
†https://radimrehurek.com/gensim
Table 3 Hyperparameters for Relation Classification
Parameter Name Value
Word Emb. size 200
Word Entity Type Emb. size 50
Word Position Emb. szie 100
Convolutional Units (Baseline model) 1000
Context Window size (Baseline model) 3
Convolutional Units (BIE model) 100
Context Window size (BIE model) 3
The Number of Epoch 25
Learning Rate 0.003
Table 4 Performance of RE (mean ± standard deviation)
Model Precision Recall F-score
Baseline 62.79±1.22 50.58±0.46 54.5±0.45
Baseline + TS 62.88±0.42 50.75±0.48 54.96±0.34
Baseline + SRW 63.02±0.7 51.67±0.52 55.56±0.46
Baseline + TS + SRW 65.14±0.63 52.08±0.58 56.47±0.44
ding layer with the pre-trained domain-specific word em-
bedding for RE.
We implemented the baseline model, proposed
NN model, and the back-propagation algorithm with
Theano [26]. To minimize the influence of random initial-
ization of model parameters on RE, we ran each evaluation
5 times and took their mean value for comparison.
6.2 Result
In this paper, we hypothesize that unannotated scientific pa-
pers could be used as a source of background information
for scientific RE. We propose two methods for extracting
background information: i) Term Sentence (TS), and ii) Se-
mantically Related Word (SRW). For testing this hypothe-
sis, we compare the performance of each method with the
baseline approach, the CNN baseline model introduced in
Sect. 4.
Tables 4 presents the overall performance of baseline
model and each extension. It can be seen that all extension
from our proposed method gets better performance than the
baseline approach. Table 5 detects the influence of our pro-
posed method on each individual relationship. It can be seen
that the proposed methods perform better than the baseline
approach over a majority of the relationships. The better
performance indicates the following: unannotated scientific
papers are useful resource of background information for
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Table 5 Performance (F-score) over selected relationship
Baseline Proposed Method
Relationship Baseline Baseline+TS Baseline+SRW Baseline+TS+SRW
ATTRIBUTE 75.09±0.5 73.73±0.74 75.35±1.05 74.65±0.7
APPLY TO 53.08±0.56 53.81±1.95 55.75±1.56 55.53±1.2
OUTPUT 49.58±2.49 52.06±1.57 51.03±1.65 52.3±1.48
INPUT 38.83±2.54 40.56±1.54 41.34±1.17 43.27±2.44
EVALUATE 93.36±1.15 92.26±1.18 92.87±0.92 93.78±0.54
CONDITION 38.47±3.92 37.54±3.97 36.41±3.71 39.27±2.64
EQUIVALENCE 56.0±2.28 56.6±1.85 56.4±1.74 57.0±1.1
SUBCONCEPT 22.47±5.64 22.95±2.74 24.81±3.39 32.4±4.64
PERFORM 89.4±0.8 89.8±0.98 88.6±0.8 90.2±0.75
IN OUT 45.96±1.6 47.49±2.0 46.82±4.15 46.93±1.32
RESULT 5.34±4.88 6.81±4.1 9.38±3.26 12.14±4.74
TARGET 20.54±2.18 19.92±2.15 20.71±3.28 20.21±1.49
Fig. 5 Comparison between Baseline + SRW and Baseline, where red
lines indicate the error from Baseline, while the green lines show the cor-
rectly identified relations from Baseline + SRW.
Table 6 Performance of RE on the setting that excludes non-relation
Model Precision Recall F-score
Baseline 68.88±1.3 66.88±0.77 66.34±1.23
Baseline + TS 68.75±0.74 67.18±0.79 66.78±0.61
Baseline + SRW 69.1±0.89 68.97±0.53 68.35±0.59
Baseline + TS + SRW 70.23±0.44 70.19±0.48 69.6±0.43
RE, and for the two proposed methods, TS and SRW, es-
pecially the combination of TS and SRW, which achieved
the highest scores, is eﬀective method for extracting back-
ground information from unannotated scientific papers for
scientific RE. Additionally, all of the proposed methods are
unsupervised, and the results also confirm the feasibility of
unsupervised method on tapping the potential of unanno-
tated scientific papers for scientific RE.
Figure 5 compares some practical results between
Baseline + SRW and Baseline. Take (b) as an example,
although there is the target entity “use”, which usually ap-
pears in relation APPLY TO, the proposed system correctly
identify the relation as INPUT, because SRW of “trigrams”
contains such informative words like “tokens” and “words”
that are frequently used as input data for some process.
In addition to comparing the performance over the rela-
tions that include non-relation, we also detect the influence
of our proposed method when omitting the non-relation.
Table 6 and Table 7 present the result on the setting that
excludes non-relation. As shown in Table 6 and Table 7,
the proposed methods outperform the baseline approach.
Again, this comparison indicates the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed model for RE in scientific documents.
As mentioned in Sect. 5, we utilize a cosine similar-
ity based criteria, SRW c, to extract SRW from unannotated
scientific papers. In Table 8, we compare the impact of us-
Table 7 Performance (F-score) over selected relationship on the setting
that excludes non-relation
Baseline Proposed Method
Relationship Baseline Baseline+TS Baseline+SRW Baseline+TS+SRW
ATTRIBUTE 80.36±1.33 80.55±0.66 81.55±0.7 81.88±0.82
APPLY TO 74.79±1.42 73.95±1.85 76.92±1.58 77.91±1.72
OUTPUT 60.83±3.06 62.35±1.31 63.46±0.94 65.7±1.43
INPUT 52.39±1.26 54.66±2.56 56.5±2.12 58.7±3.01
EVALUATE 97.67±0.59 97.35±0.56 98.33±0.48 96.86±0.84
CONDITION 45.58±4.26 46.36±3.8 45.1±2.22 48.34±1.51
EQUIVALENCE 77.8±5.53 82.2±0.75 85.0±1.1 82.4±1.85
SUBCONCEPT 44.38±3.51 43.56±2.88 49.66±4.06 51.48±3.0
PERFORM 92.4±1.96 90.4±2.06 91.2±0.4 91.4±0.8
IN OUT 47.8±1.51 49.69±2.83 48.89±1.69 47.78±1.55
RESULT 42.32±7.97 40.09±8.7 47.26±4.94 58.88±3.9
TARGET 23.31±3.98 25.06±3.37 25.67±2.78 27.82±3.05
Table 8 Impact of using diﬀerent SRW c on RE
SRW c Precision Recall F-score
0.15 65.0±1.53 50.26±0.51 54.44±0.65
0.25 65.84±1.82 49.84±0.61 54.67±0.76
0.35 63.02±0.7 51.67±0.52 55.56±0.46
0.45 65.56±0.8 50.81±0.5 55.37±0.54
0.55 66.3±1.18 50.65±0.74 55.22±0.47
ing diﬀerent SRW c on the performance of scientific RE. It
can be seen that, the best performance on RE is obtained
with a moderate SRW c like 0.35 and 0.45. This is under-
standable as the high CRW c might limit the extraction of
informative SRW and the low CRW c might allow the ex-
traction of noisy and irrelevant SRW from scientific papers,
this could negatively aﬀect the performance of RE.
6.3 Error Analysis and Discussion
Towards understanding the disadvantage of our proposed
method and improve the performance for future work, we
randomly select 5 abstracts from the testing data and man-
ually analyze the types of errors from the result of TS and
SRW extension (Baseline + TS + SRW), which is visual-
ized like Fig. 7. Based on the diﬀerence between the pre-
dicted relation and actual relation, we categorize the error
into two types. The first type of error occurs between a re-
lationship with high frequency and the one with low fre-
quency, specifically, the model tends to confuse between
EMTPY (means non-relation) and predefined relations such
as INPUT and ATTRIBUTE, as shown in the third sentence
in Fig. 7. This observation is also supported by the confu-
sion matrix in Fig. 6, where this kind of error is marked by a
blue rectangle. The second type of error is the error between
definitionally similar relationships, which are frequently ob-
served between INPUT and OUTPUT, INPUT and IN OUT,
APPLY TO and INPUT, ATTRIBUTE and CONDITION etc.
as shown in the first sentence of Fig. 7. This observation is
also supported by the confusion matrix in Fig. 6, where this
kind of error is marked by a red rectangle.
There are several optional solutions for addressing
these errors. In order to deal with the non-relation bias, we
assume that it would be eﬀective to utilize syntactic infor-
mation between target entities, because syntactically related
entities might tend to be in some relation rather than in non-
relation. Therefore by incorporating the syntactic path, the
system might decrease the non-relation bias. For overcom-
ing the definitionally similar relationships, we assume that it
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Fig. 6 Confusion Matrix from Baseline + TS + SRW.
Fig. 7 Relationship identification error from Baseline + TS + SRW,
where red lines indicate the error while the green line shows the gold stan-
dard relation.
would be eﬀective to extract the information of selectional
preference to distinguish these definitionally similar rela-
tionships. For instance, for distinguishing between INPUT
and APPLY TO, if one target entity involved in the relation
is frequently observed as the OBJECT of the predicate “ap-
ply” and rarely observed as the OBJECT of “generate”, the
relation might have higher tendency to be in an APPLY TO
than INPUT. This is because the entity, such as “method”,
“model” and “algorithm”, has such selectional preference
and usually participates in APPLY TO relation.
7. Conclusion
In this work, we address the task of relationship extraction
in scientific documents by leveraging background informa-
tion extracted from unannotated scientific papers. We de-
sign a novel neural network model that not only collects
feature from target sentence, but also extracts background
information from unannotated scientific papers. We pro-
posed two unsupervised methods: Term Sentence (TS) and
Semantically Related Word (SRW). Experimental results on
the RANIS corpus demonstrated that unannotated scientific
papers could be used as a source of background knowledge
for scientific relationship extraction. The proposed unsu-
pervised methods are also proven to be eﬀective for acquir-
ing background information from unannotated scientific pa-
pers for relation extraction. An error analysis showed that
the proposed model had diﬃculty for identifying some rela-
tionships such as definitionally similar relationships. In our
future work, we will improve our model by incorporating
other background information, such as syntactic informa-
tion and selectional preference information.
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